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 At its founding, Birmingham represented the ideal city designed specifically for economic production, not for social and political growth. The economic shift exacerbated long standing racial tensions. Divisions of in‐group and out‐group became even starker in Birmingham as working‐class whites benefited from new industries and blacks were struggling to enter the system and advance. Whites did not want to compete with blacks for wage paying jobs, so it was beneficial to support Jim Crow ideology that taught African Americans were innately inferior. Company mining towns further divided the races and classes. Mining towns provided houses, schools, recreational facilities, and medical facilities for workers. All facilities were segregated along racial lines with better facilities located next to inferior facilities to encourage workers to advance to higher levels. Capitalism promoted hard work as a means to a better life. Mining towns were designed to encourage competition among workers (King, 2012).      Mining towns were also used to control labor. The towns mirrored a medieval feudal system where workers were provided with labor and a good environment in return for undivided loyalty. A sense of trust was established especially between white owners and the white working class who benefited most from the social structure. Many scholars of social identity have noted the importance of trust to in‐group formation and identification (Ashmore, et al., 2001; Brewer, 1991). Tajfel (1986) notes in‐group assimilation is related to positive differentiation, but in‐group favoritism does not automatically lead to out‐group hostility (as cited in Ashmore, et al., 2001). Being a member of the in‐group is beneficial when access to resources and power differs among social groups. Whether all whites in Birmingham agreed with white supremacist ideology, they benefited from the social structure. Wealth and power was still concentrated in the hands of a few business leaders, 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but they were all white and far more willing to extend favors to working class whites over blacks. Despite the class differences, whites still fared better in terms of jobs, housing, and education that black citizens.    Owners exercised tight control over company town to prevent workers from organizing and challenging the system. A convict‐leasing program also controlled job competition and wages. Convicts, most of whom were black, had been a source of free labor since Alabama passed the Vagrancy Act in 1868 allowing the state to lease convicts to the mines to work of their sentences (King, 2012).  The Vagrancy Act was another way to keep slavery and white supremacy alive through legal means. Economically it was a threat because it forced paid (white) workers to compete with free, prison (black) labor. It created an incentive for company workers to stay in line and not challenge the system. Black citizens had the added burden of Jim Crow segregation hindering entry and advancement within the job market.    All social conflict is a form of class struggle between the working class and elites. Superstructures, such as laws, politics, and culture, reflect the underlying forces of the economic structure of production (Marx, 1994). When analyzing Birmingham’s racial conflict, it is important to look at less visible sources such as socio‐economic influences that mirror the larger, more visible structures such as culture, ideology, and politics. Segregation was a visible form of control, but the underlying forces were economic control and political power.    While Jim Crow laws dominated the cultural landscape, the most extreme forms of racial segregation were visible in the south.  Research by V. O. Key (1949) found a correlation between racial environment and white racial attitudes (as cited in Glaser, 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